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Recent tests using the Common Research Model (CRM) at the Langley National Tran-
sonic Facility (NTF) and the Ames 11-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (11’ TWT) produced
large sets of data that have been used to examine the effects of active damping on tran-
sonic tunnel aerodynamic data quality. In particular, large statistically significant sets of
repeat data demonstrate that the active damping system had no apparent effect on drag,
lift and pitching moment repeatability during warm testing conditions, while simultane-
ously enabling aerodynamic data to be obtained post stall. A small set of cryogenic (high
Reynolds number) repeat data was obtained at the NTF and again showed a negligible
effect on data repeatability. However, due to a degradation of control power in the active
damping system cryogenically, the ability to obtain test data post-stall was not achieved
during cryogenic testing. Additionally, comparisons of data repeatability between NTF
and 11-ft TWT CRM data led to further (warm) testing at the NTF which demonstrated
that for a modest increase in data sampling time, a 2-3 factor improvement in drag, and
pitching moment repeatability was readily achieved not related with the active damping
system.
Nomenclature
Y¯j Jth nominal polar point y-value for all polar runs
CD Drag coefficient stability axis
Cl Lift coefficient stability axis
Cm Pitching moment coefficient stability axis
M Total number of polar runs
N Total number of points per polar
Re Reynolds number
si Ith polar sample standard deviation
WOZ Wind off zero
Yi,j Jth interpolated polar point y-value for ith polar run
Subscripts
i Repeat polar run index
j Polar point index
Symbols
2σmean Mean value of two times sample standard deviations (data repeatability)
α Angle of Attack
δYi,j Y-data residual for the ith polar run and the jth polar point
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†Senior Research Scientist, Vigyan Inc.
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I. Introduction
In today’s global aerospace environment, ground test facility customers are requiring substantial improve-ments in the accuracy and repeatability of test data. One only needs to examine industry articles on the
Boeing versus Airbus design environment to understand some of the driving factors. Aircraft performance
in terms of range, capacity and fuel consumption are vital to the success of these aircraft manufacturers.
The need to significantly reduce aircraft development costs and time are critical to successful marketing
of airframes to customers. In particular, the costs to airframe manufacturers for failure to meet quoted
performance can be substantial.
One impediment that currently prevents ground test facilities from being able to consistently satisfy
customer data quality goals is the impact of model dynamics on steady state test data. The dynamics
problem of a test article and the associated support structure is ubiquitous to transonic ground testing. The
effects of dynamics can increase data variation, as well as introduce bias in the final data. These effects
vary among test articles, configurations and tunnel conditions and are well documented in the literature.1–3
Additionally, the safety implications of model dynamics are consistently one of the main drivers that prevent
customers from achieving their desired data set. The need to develop methodologies to understand and/or
mitigate model dynamics is greatly desired to begin to resolve these issues and ultimately achieve the highly
accurate and repeatable ground test data for correlation to flight.
II. Background
The problems of test article dynamics typically arise out of compromises made in the force/moment mea-surement hardware and model support mechanism design. In the case of the force measurement hardware
(balance), it is necessary to reduce the stiffness of the balance to allow for adequate strain such that sufficient
force/moment measurement resolution is achieved. However, by reducing the stiffness of the balance, the
balance (and associated model) dynamics become in general more“active.” Similarly, the model support
structure (sting) is typically reduced to the smallest (allowable) diameter that will minimize aerodynamic
interference. Also, the support hardware length is increased to minimize aerodynamic interference from the
attitude control mechanism. These requirements are in contrast with the need to maintain adequate strength
for large aerodynamic loads and the stiffness necessary to minimize test article oscillation/divergence. Sim-
ilar to the balance selection, smaller diameter/longer length support hardware tends to generate increased
amplitude model dynamics.
The difficulties associated with model/support system dynamics have been known and studied for a long
time.4–6 In fact, a large body of work has been done previously to minimize dynamics and to generate data
correction methodologies. Techniques have been used in the past to predict apriori model/balance/support
combinations that will exhibit extremely high dynamics.7 The main goal of these types of techniques is to
influence the test article/structure design so as to prevent coalescence between mechanical modes, which can
greatly inhibit testing. Data correction techniques exist which attempt to quantify the dynamics and apply
appropriate physics based acceleration corrections to aerodynamic data.8–10 These techniques typically suffer
from the difficult nature of accurately linking measured dynamics with data corrections. More generally,
these techniques don’t account for the fact that model dynamics can significantly alter aerodynamics (e.g.
steady versus unsteady flow). In fact, if you had a highly accurate understanding of the dynamic aerodynamic
flow characteristics such that very accurate corrections could be made to convert dynamic aerodynamic data
to steady aerodynamic data, then it would not be necessary to conduct the test in the first place!
Many of the known methods to effect passive/active damping in order to mitigate model dynamics have
been attempted at most transonic tunnels. The simplest methods tried have been to incorporate additional
weights in the model to shift its associated natural frequencies away from those of the underlying support
structure. At times, a simple exchange of the balance and/or sting support has greatly reduced the problems.
On other occasions, the testing polars are simply modified to try to quickly“step through” environments that
exhibit significant dynamics. Sometimes tunnel and support structure control methods have been modified
to minimize the control impulses that may initiate test article dynamics. Other methods have used passive
dampers built in the model support structure with some measure of success. Additionally, several variants
of active damping systems have been tried.11,12 Typically, active damping systems utilize piezoelectric
materials that are controlled to counteract observed system modes. The active damping methods (including
the efforts the authors are currently undertaking) have met with significant success but still require significant
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improvement to consider the model/support structure vibration problem solved.
Complicating the problem is that the ground test facility and associated model support hardware dynam-
ics significantly varies from facility to facility. This is readily apparent in the wide array of model support
methodologies used in testing (arc sector, alpha/beta with heave, hydraulic actuators with pin joints and
heave mechanisms, etc.) As a result, significant efforts have been attempted historically to minimize facility
dynamics. However, these efforts typically involve significant expenses both in modifying the facility and
then experimentally verifying the results. Unfortunately, due to the highly nonlinear interactions of specific
test articles with the tunnel aeroelastically, the benefits of the modifications are very difficult to predict in
advance.
The net result is that test article dynamics have effects on data significantly larger than customer desired
repeatability goals.13,14 It is the desire of this research to further the state of the art of active damping by
quantifying the effects that such systems have on aerodynamic coefficient data repeatability.
III. Repeatability Results from the Common Research Model Tests
The principle objective of the CRM tests (NTF Test 197, 11’ TWT Test 11-0216) was to provide aerody-
namic test facility data for validation of industry wide CFD predictions.15 A secondary objective of the test
series was to design and utilize an active damping system which would enable test data to be obtained post-
stall for the generic CRM transport model. In particular, the CRM active damping system uses the NTF
upper swept strut that was tested warm (NTF and 11’ TWT) and cryogenically (NTF) in both the pre-stall
and post-stall regions. The overall damper design and capability to enable post stall data acquisition during
CRM testing is well documented by Balakrishna et al.16,17 The results detailed here are specifically targeted
to validate that the use of an active damping system does not result in data quality deterioration within the
normal transport industry testing region (pre-stall). Note that the effects of the active damping system on
data quality (post-stall) are not examined in this work but are to be detailed in subsequent analysis.
Appendix B contains repeatability data for both the NTF CRM tests and the 11’ TWT CRM test. These
plots denote α versus the 2σmean data repeatability (as described in Appendix A) for drag (CD), lift (CL)
and pitching moment (CM ). All of these stated coefficient quantities are given in the stability-axis frame of
reference. The main results found during Tests 197,11-0216 from Appendix B are summarized in Table 1 for
simplicity of analysis.
Some important observations on the repeatability results are noteworthy. First the repeatability of both
facilities was observed to be quite good. In particular, for the wing/body 0◦ tail configuration, Test 197
demonstrated drag coefficient repeatability of ≈ 12 count (0.00005), while Test 11-0216 produced ≈ 1 count
(0.0001) at Mach 0.7 (See Figures 4,16) with the active damping system on. The other configuration of
wing/body (no tails) resulted in repeatability for both Tests 197,11-0216 of ≈ 1 drag count at Mach 0.7 (See
Figures 10,22). It is the opinion of the authors’ that the observed higher values i.e. reduced repeatability
(similar for all three coefficients) between the two configurations at Mach 0.7 during Test 197 is consistent
with the test observations that the “tailless” configuration had noticeably increased dynamics. Figure 25
shows that Test 210 produced better 2σmean data repeatability over Test 197 at Mach 0.85. This improvement
was later shown to be due to increased sampling time. Note that Test 210 utilized only 7 points per polar
while Test 197 utilized 13 point per polar which should be expected to produce an increase in the standard
deviation of polars as calculated in Appendix A.
As observed in Table 1, the active damper state (on/off) had no noticeable impact on the coefficient
repeatability (See Figures 4,16,5,10,22,11) for both configurations at Mach 0.7. A similar story is observed
for the Mach 0.85 data where significantly worse (not active damping related) drag 2σmean data repeatability
is observed at both facilities with Test 197 yielding ≈ 3 drag counts while Test 11-0216 produced ≈ 2
counts (See Figures 6,17,7,12,23,13). Again, the Test 197 data at Mach 0.85 show no change in 0◦ Tail
configuration repeatability whether the damper was on or off (See Figures 6,7). However, a small (but
measurable) improvement in the Test 197 Mach 0.85 (tailless) repeatability was observed with the active
damping on as compared to the off case (See figures 13,12). However, further statistical analysis is required
to enhance this observation. Note also that Table 1 shows within test repeatability for Test 197 but none for
Test 11-0216. This is because no within test repeat data were acquired for the second CRM test (11-0216)
due to insufficient testing resources.
While Test 197 was able to make direct observations on the effects of active damping state (i.e. repeats
with damper off and on), Test 11-0216 was almost exclusively damper on. However, during the examination of
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Table 1. Aerodynamic coefficient repeatability results for Common Research Model testing: Re 8.06
million/ft, trips dots on.
Test Tail Active Phase Mach CD CL CM Figure
Damper
197 On* On Within Series 0.7 4.1133E-05 1.1012E-03 2.8565E-04 4
11-0216 On* On Within Series 0.7 1.0782E-04 2.0283E-03 3.8204E-04 16
197 On* Off Within Series 0.7 4.1109E-05 8.6884E-04 3.1687E-04 5
210 On* Off Within Series 0.7 4.5562E-05+ 1.1509E-03+ 2.3776E-04+ 24
197 On* On Within Series 0.85 3.1119E-04 3.0436E-03 1.3367E-03 6
11-0216 On* On Within Series 0.85 2.1895E-04 2.1138E-03 8.4273E-04 17
197 On* Off Within Series 0.85 3.1319E-04 3.3571E-03 1.3637E-03 7
210 On* Off Within Series 0.85 1.4779E-04+ 2.0950E-03+ 8.4431E-04+ 25
197 On* On Within Test 0.7 4.3760E-05 1.8551E-03 5.6558E-04 8
197 On* On Within Test 0.85 3.3624E-04 3.2186E-03 2.7066E-03 9
197 Off† On Within Series 0.7 8.9766E-05 1.2379E-03 1.8115E-04 10
11-0216 Off† On Within Series 0.7 7.8534E-05 8.9995E-04 3.4971E-04 22
197 Off† Off Within Series 0.7 9.2379E-05 1.0791E-03 1.8087E-04 11
197 Off† On Within Series 0.85 3.2720E-04 2.5185E-03 1.0674E-03 12
11-0216 Off† On Within Series 0.85 2.2672E-04 1.8792E-03 4.2014E-04 23
197 Off† Off Within Series 0.85 3.6332E-04 2.9349E-03 1.1704E-03 13
197 Off† On Within Test 0.7 1.3246E-04 1.4155E-03 1.8607E-03 14
197 Off† On Within Test 0.85 3.4072E-04 2.8437E-03 2.8553E-03 15
*Configuration wing/body 0◦ tails
†Configuration wing/body
+Test 210 utilized only 7 points per polar while tests 197,11-0216 used 13
conditional sampling (described later) a small repeat set (2 runs each) of active damper off data was obtained
for the 0◦ Tail configuration (inverted) for both Mach 0.7 and 0.85. The results (See Figures 22,23,18,20
) imply no significant active damping effect on aerodynamic coefficient repeatability. As was noted earlier,
Test 11-0216 exhibited superior repeatability performance (e.g. drag improvement ≈ 1 count) over Test 197
at Mach 0.85. Since the 11’ TWT typically utilizes Mach number conditional sampling whereas the NTF
does not, the authors saw the need to quantify the effects of conditional sampling observed during Test
11-0216. Table 2 shows the results of conditional sampling for the 0◦ Tails configuration at both Mach 0.7
and Mach 0.85. Interestingly, at Mach 0.7 worse repeatability was observed while at Mach 0.85 repeatability
was generally improved (except for CL).
This heuristic conditional sampling analysis led the NTF team to investigate the possibility of implemen-
tation of conditional sampling at their facility. This work resulted in a subsequent CRM test, the NTF Test
210 Data Sampling Evaluation. This test was structured so as to provide the data needed to enable analysis
of (irrespective of active damping): conditional sampling, effects of data sampling rate and period, effects of
wind off zeros, and the effects of various data filtering methodologies. While the analysis of Test 210 data is
not complete, some interesting observations to date have been made as shown in Figures 1,2.
Figure 1 shows repeatability results using various sampling time increments (2 to 15 seconds) from Test
210. Drag and pitching moment coefficients show exponential improvements in repeatability with sample
time. In particular, an increase in sampling time from 2 seconds to 6 seconds improves drag coefficient
repeatability from ≈ 3 counts to ≈ 2 counts at Mach 0.85 which implies that conditional sampling could
provide future repeatability performance improvements at the NTF. Figure 2 is a representative plot of the
wind-off zero (WOZ) study conducted during Test 210. This study was designed to determine the impact
that utilizing periodic WOZs would have on data quality. The study was structured such that approximately
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Table 2. Effects of conditional sampling on aerodynamic coefficient repeatability results: Re 5.0 mil/chord,
trips dots on, active damping off, model inverted.
Test Tail Conditional Phase Mach CD CL CM Figure
Sampling
11-0216 On* On Within Series 0.7 1.4641E-04 1.5540E-03 3.5048E-04 18
11-0216 On* Off Within Series 0.7 1.0353E-04 8.4988E-04 1.9546E-04 19
11-0216 On* On Within Series 0.85 2.4091E-04 2.3030E-03 8.7749E-04 20
11-0216 On* Off Within Series 0.85 4.2804E-04 1.5242E-03 1.5270E-03 21
*Configuration wing/body 0◦ tails
every 15 minutes a series of WOZs were taken followed by several repeat runs at various Mach numbers.
This process was continued for a couple of hours. The WOZ acquisition process was modified to incorporate
multiple α’s to enable linear regression, which was then used to quantify data acquisition system drift over
time. The findings showed that the data acquisition system was extremely stable, yet the effects of utilizing
the various WOZs was non-trivial (≈ ± 14 drag count). Figure 2 shows the repeatability for one particular
data run which utilized eight different WOZs in data reduction prior to computing repeatability. So in
essence the repeatability of one data run is being compared to itself using a large set of different WOZs. The
choice of this particular run was arbitrary as all runs in the study showed very similar trends. The results
show as much as 12 drag count differential for the same data run based on which WOZ was used. In addition,
a residual repeatability sensitivity analysis was performed that demonstrated that small variations in WOZ
balance readings reflected as slope changes in the residual plot lines of Fig. 2, while small variatons in WOZ
angle readings resulted in small vertical bias in the residual plots lines. Further analysis is ongoing, however
this study has demonstrated one of the primary limitations on within-test and test-to-test repeatability
comparisons may be wind off zero related.
IV. Conclusions
A systematic study utilizing the Common Research Model across two different transonic ground test
facilities shows that the use of an active damping system has no detrimental effects on pre-stall aerodynamic
coefficient data quality and may potentially provide modest data quality improvements during high dynamic
segments of the test envelope. Further statistical analysis is warranted during both the pre-stall and post-stall
testing envelopes to more definitively quantify active damping performance. However, this research makes a
good case for widespread implementation of active damping in transonic testing since active damping does not
negatively affect aerodynamic coefficient data, while it has demonstrated the ability to increase the aircraft
performance testing envelope. It should be noted that the active damping system control laws utilized were
designed to target the large amplitude dynamics associated with post-stall testing, so a potential area of
future research would be to target damper performance towards pre-stall (smaller amplitude) dynamics and
determine if any significant benefits are achievable thru modifications to control philosophy.
This research has also demonstrated typical aerodynamic coefficient repeatability performance that can be
expected during transport model testing at both the National Transonic Facility and the 11-Foot Transonic
Wind Tunnel utilizing a well documented methodology to compute repeatability. Clearly, the establishment
of an “industry standard” method of computing data repeatability is desirable.
While not the focus of this research, a cursory examination of the impact of conditional sampling on data
quality has been introduced. This analysis has demonstrated the need for further analysis and documenta-
tion as to the best methods to maximize conditional sampling performance both at 11’ TWT and during
the potential implementation at the NTF. The NTF Test 210, Data Sampling Evaluation has shown that
significant improvements in data quality are readily achievable through sampling time. Future evaluation
of this tests data will focus on potential implementation of conditional sampling at the NTF, methods to
mitigate the effects of wind off zeros on data repeatability and a systematic analysis of the effects of data
acquisition techniques (including filtering) on data quality.
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Figure 1. Effects of sampling time on aerodynamic coefficient repeatability during NTF test 210: Mach
0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on, active damping off, within series
repeatability.
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Figure 2. Sample results of WOZ study during NTF test 210: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config:
wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on, active damping off.
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Appendix
A. Data Repeatability Methodology
The authors would like to emphasize the importance of detailing the exact methodology used to compute
data repeatability in this paper since this paper deals not only with the sensitive topic of tunnel-to-tunnel
comparisons, but also is attempting to validate the performance of new testing technology (i.e. active
damping). Additionally, during literature searches, data repeatability is sometimes quoted but without full
data repeatability methodology provided.18 For these reasons, the methodology, as well as step-by-step
computations for an actual data example have been provided to ensure complete disclosure on the method
utilized to definitively quantify the effects of active damping on data quality. It is interesting to note that
having participated in testing at other wind tunnels (including during the tests described in this paper),
there is no consensus agreement on a common standard for computing data repeatability.
The described methodology utilized in this paper is by no means the “best” one with which to compute
data repeatability. In actuality, the methodology used in this analysis is based on one that is found in legacy
NTF data plotting/analysis software. However, it is a straightforward method that when used within some
basic guidelines yields suitable results. This legacy method utilizes linear interpolation (with extrapolation)
of each repeat run to determine residuals and the associated 2σmean sampled standard deviations. As noted
by Wahls (et al),19 other methodologies based on polynomial fits are sometimes used. Another common
way of describing data repeatability is to choose a“reference” run based on a set of repeats and to plot
the difference of the remaining repeat runs relative to the selected reference run. This method gives some
measure of the associated data scatter but results are determined on the basis of the chosen reference run.
One of the multivariate curve fitting methods detailed19 involves treating each data run separately and
performing a least squares fit (independent variable x with dependent variable y) fit to determine the poly-
nomial coefficients (of the desired polynomial order). Each runs’ associated polynomial is then evaluated at
a standard set of independent variable values and the associated standard deviation can be computed. The
NTF method utilized is similar to this method where linear interpolation is used to compute the standard
deviation for each run separately and subsequently averaged to yield the quoted repeatability. Another
multivariate method detailed,19 involves performing a polynomial fit (of desired polynomial order) for the
complete set of run data. The result is a computed reference polynomial that “best” fits all observed data
simultaneously. This computed reference polynomial is then used to assess the scatter of the observed data
around the desired reference points.
The above multivariate polynomial methods provide a least squares regression fit of the data unlike
linear interpolation methods, however these polynomial methods require determination of the polynomial
order. Additionally, both polynomial multivariate methods described above suffer from the limitation that
dependent/independent variables must be selected and that the regression performed is then one-dimensional.
There is certainly a case to be made that some aerodynamic data could be treated as two variables where
the magnitudes of scatter for both variables are of the same order (e.g. α vs CD). This treatment requires
a two variable regression polynomial fit which is subject to scaling concerns and requires different statistical
analysis tools then described by Wahls et al.19
The repeatability method that is described utilizes a sample problem of actual data from the cryogenic
portion of the NTF test. The chosen example utilizes α for the x-data and CD (stability-axis) for the y-data.
Using the x-data from the runs, an arithmetic mean is calculated and designated as the nominal reference
x-data values (x-nom in Table 3). It is worthwhile to note that this choice of nominal x-data values is
arbitrary as the existing NTF code allows for user defined nominal x-data values. The computed set of
common x-nom values are then used to determine the residuals for all repeat runs. This is accomplished by
utilizing a linear curve fit including extrapolationa. In particular, the x-data and y-data for each individual
run is used to perform y-data interpolation (y-int in Table 3) at all of the designated x-nom points. The
resulting y-int values are averaged at each individual x-nom point to produce nominal y values (y-nom in
Table 3). Now at this stage, we have obtained a reference run (x-nom,y-nom) and interpolated data for each
run (x-nom,y-interp). The residuals for each polar point (y-resid in Table 3) for each run are computed as:
δYi,j =
(
Yi,j − Y¯j
)
i = 1, 2, ...,M j = 1, 2, ..., N (1)
where M is the total number of repeat runs while N is the total number of points per polar run. Next the
sampled standard deviation for each polar run (si in Table 3) is found using:
aLinear extrapolation performed using Matlab c© command “interp1”.
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si =
[∑N
j=1
(
Yi,j − Y¯j
)2
N − 1
] 1
2
=
[∑N
j=1 (δYi,j)
2
N − 1
] 1
2
i = 1, 2, ...,M j = 1, 2, ..., N (2)
where M and N are defined as stated above. Finally, the data repeatability (2σmean in Table 3) is computed
using:
2σmean =
2
∑M
i=1 si
M
i = 1, 2, ...,M (3)
The 2σmean value is then quoted as the data repeatability. Table 3 shows the basic computations for the
repeat runs of the NTF CRM Test 197 Series 17.
Some discussion of limitations of this method are warranted. It is important that the data runs used
to compute the mean reference run must each have the same number of polar points taken at very similar
x-data locations (e.g. α). This requirement is necessary since averaging is used to compute the x-nom values
and the associated y-nom values. Since this method utilizes linear interpolation (at the computed x-nom
values) on functions which are only very locally nearly linear, it is important to utilize data points which
are taken at nearly the same value for each x-data point as the reference run. Failure to do so will result
in utilizing a linear fit for a very non-linear function which will yield substantial inaccuracies. Also, this
method suffers (again due to linear interpolation) for regions where the curvature of the reference function
is high (e.g. minimum drag for α versus CD).
Despite any shortcomings, the method utilized in this paper was deemed sufficiently accurate to enable
comparison of data quality performance both with and without active damping. The results computed in
Table 3 are plotted graphically in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. NTF test 197: runs 235,241,243;Mach 0.7, Re 31.9 million/foot, -182◦F, config: wing/body, no trip
dots, active damping off.
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B. Common Research Model Repeatability Plots
The enclosed plots document many of the repeat runs and results from NTF Tests 197, 210 and 11’ TWT
Test 11-0216, while the summarized results have been presented in tabular form previously. These plots
represent all test conditions for which repeat data where taken to enable active damping comparisons but
don’t represent a complete analysis of all repeat runs taken during the tests. To ensure similar computations,
the results shown for NTF Test 197 and 11’ TWT Test 11-0216 utilize the same number of points per polar
(13) which would otherwise have a non-trivial effect on the comparison of standard deviations. However, the
repeat data taken during NTF Test 210 (all runs with active damping off) have significantly fewer points
per polar (7 versus 13) and should be expected to yield slightly increased standard deviations in practice.
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Figure 4. NTF test 197: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on, active
damping on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 5. NTF test 197: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on, active
damping off, within series repeatability.
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Figure 6. NTF test 197: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 7. NTF test 197: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping off, within series repeatability.
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Figure 8. NTF test 197: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on, active
damping on, within test repeatability.
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Figure 9. NTF test 197: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping on, within test repeatability.
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Figure 10. NTF test 197: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 11. NTF test 197: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping off, within series repeatability.
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Figure 12. NTF test 197: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 13. NTF test 197: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping off, within series repeatability.
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Figure 14. NTF test 197: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping on, within test repeatability.
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Figure 15. NTF test 197: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping on, within test repeatability.
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Figure 16. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 17. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots
on, active damping on, within series repeatability.
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R255: M0.70,Re5.0M,68ºF
R259: M0.70,Re5.0M,84ºF
Figure 18. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping off, conditional sampling on, within series repeatability.
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R256: M0.70,Re5.0M,73ºF
R258: M0.70,Re5.0M,82ºF
Figure 19. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping off, conditional sampling off, within series repeatability.
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Figure 20. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots
on, active damping off, conditional sampling on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 21. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots
on, active damping off, conditional sampling off, within series repeatability.
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R118: M0.70,Re5.0M,73ºF
R121: M0.70,Re5.0M,86ºF
R123: M0.70,Re5.0M,90ºF
Figure 22. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping on, within series repeatability.
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R126: M0.85,Re5.0M,95ºF
R130: M0.85,Re5.0M,97ºF
R133: M0.85,Re5.0M,99ºF
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R126: M0.85,Re5.0M,95ºF
R130: M0.85,Re5.0M,97ºF
R133: M0.85,Re5.0M,99ºF
Figure 23. 11FT TWT test 11-0216: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, config: wing/body, trip dots on, active
damping on, within series repeatability.
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Figure 24. NTF test 210: Mach 0.7, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping off, within series repeatability.
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Figure 25. NTF test 210: Mach 0.85, Re 8.06 million/foot, 120◦F, config: wing/body 0◦ tails, trip dots on,
active damping off, within series repeatability.
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